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Abstract
Tree-walking automata (TWAs) recently received new attention in the ﬁelds of formal languages and
databases. To achieve a better understanding of their expressiveness, we characterize them in terms of
transitive closure logic formulas in normal form. It is conjectured by Engelfriet and Hoogeboom that
TWAs cannot deﬁne all regular tree languages, or equivalently, all of monadic second-order logic. We
prove this conjecture for a restricted, but powerful, class of TWAs. In particular, we show that 1-bounded
TWAs, that is TWAs that are only allowed to traverse every edge of the input tree at most once in every
direction, cannot deﬁne all regular languages. We then extend this result to a class of TWAs that can
simulate ﬁrst-order logic (FO) and is capable of expressing properties not deﬁnable in FO extended with
regular path expressions; the latter logic being a valid abstraction of current query languages for XML and
semistructured data.
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1. Introduction
Regular tree languages can be deﬁned by means of many equivalent formalisms, for in-
stance: (non)deterministic bottom-up and nondeterministic top-down tree automata, alternat-
ing tree automata, two-way tree automata, homomorphic images of local tree languages, and
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monadic second-order logic [14,22]. However, it is not known whether there exists a natural
inherently sequential model for recognizing the regular tree languages. Of course, by deﬁni-
tion, they are recognized by bottom-up ﬁnite tree automata, but these automata are essentially
parallel rather than sequential: the control of the automata is at several nodes of the input
tree simultaneously, rather than at just one. With this aim in mind, Engelfriet, together with
his co-workers Bloem, Hoogeboom, and van Best, initiated a research program [5,9,11]
studying (extensions of) the tree-walking automata (TWAs) originally introduced by Aho and
Ullman [2]. The ﬁnite control of a tree-walking automaton is always at one node of the input
tree. Based on the label of that node and its child number (which is i if it is the ith child of its
parent), the automaton changes state and steps to one of the neighboring nodes (parent or
child). Without the test on the child number such automata cannot even search the tree in a
systematic way, such as by a preorder traversal as is shown by Kamimura and Slutzki [16].
However, also with the child test, it is conjectured that these automata cannot express all
regular tree languages [9,11]. In this paper, we study the expressiveness of tree-walking au-
tomata by characterizing them in terms of transitive closure logic formulas in normal form
and prove the above mentioned conjecture for a restricted, but powerful, class of tree-walking
automata.
Apart from the above purely theoretical motivation, recently, new interest in tree-walking
automata emerged from the ﬁeld of database theory. Indeed, one of the major research topics at
the moment is the design and study of query languages for the manipulation of XML docu-
ments or electronic documents in general [1,18]. Such documents are usually modeled by
ordered labeled trees or graphs, depending on the application at hand. In this research, tree-
walking automata are used for various purposes and appeared in various forms. Milo et al. [17],
for instance, used a transducer model based on tree-walking automata as a formal model for an
XML transformer encompassing most current XML transformation languages. Br€uggeman-
Kleinn et al. [6] proposed to use caterpillar expressions as a pattern language for XML trans-
formation languages. Interestingly, caterpillar expressions relate to tree-walking automata like
regular expressions relate to string automata: they are just a diﬀerent representation of the same
thing. Furthermore, they conjectured their formalims to be less expressive than the regular tree
languages. Another, more direct, occurrence of tree-walking automata is embodied in the actual
XML transformation language XSLT [7] proposed by the World Wide Web consortium (W3C)
and currently being implemented by IBM. In formal language theoretic terms, this query lan-
guage can be best described as a tree-walking tree transducer [4]. Hence, results on the ex-
pressiveness of tree-walking automata could give insight into the expressiveness of actual XML
transformation languages.
1.1. Logical characterization
Automata and logic are intimately connected. Indeed, on strings, for instance, ﬁnite automata
correspond precisely to monadic-second order, monadic least-ﬁxpoint, and monadic transitive
closure logic [22,20]. On one hand such correspondences substantiate the robustness of the for-
malism. On the other hand they allow one to transfer techniques from one formalism to the other.
Motivated by this we characterize the expressive power of (deterministic and nondeterministic)
tree-walking automata in terms of (deterministic and nondeterministic) transitive closure logic
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(DTC and TC) formulas in normal form, that is, formulas of the form [(D)TC(uÞðe; eÞ, where u is
a ﬁrst-order logic (FO) formula containing predicates depthmðxÞ deﬁning x as a vertex whose
depth is a multiple of m and where e refers to the root of the tree under consideration. Our result
thus implies that any lower bound on (D)TC formulas in normal form is also a lower bound for
(non)deterministic tree-walking automata.
1.2. Expressiveness
Unfortunately, proving lower bounds for the above mentioned logics does not seem much
easier than the original problem as Ehrenfeucht games for DTC and TC are quite involved
[8]. Therefore, we use a direct approach for a restricted, but expressive, class of tree-walking
automata in the hope that these techniques will provide insight for the general case. More
precisely, we ﬁrst show that 1-bounded tree-walking automata, that is tree-walking automata
that are only allowed to traverse every edge of the input tree at most once in every di-
rection, cannot deﬁne all regular languages. In particular, we obtain that they cannot
evaluate tree-structured Majority circuits where the gates have fan-in greater than 2. A
Majority circuit evalutes to true whenever the majority of its inputs are true. Next, we
generalize this result to a rather powerful class of tree-walking automata, called r-restricted.
These automata are rather expressive as they can deﬁne all of ﬁrst-order logic (FO) and are
capable of expressing some tree languages not deﬁnable in FO extended with regular path
expressions. The latter logic is an abstraction of current query languages for semi-structured
data and XML [1,18], and, for instance, cannot deﬁne the set of trees representing Boolean
circuits evaluating to true [19] which can easily be deﬁned by r-restricted tree-walking au-
tomata (cf. Example 2.1).
1.3. Related work
We conclude by mentioning some related work. Bargury and Makowsky [3] proved an
equivalence between transitive closure logic and two-way multihead automata operating on
grids. Their simulation of automata involves nesting of TC operators. Potthoﬀ [20] showed
that the same normal form of TC we use suﬃces to deﬁne all regular string languages, the
opposite direction being trivial in the string case. Recently, Engelfriet and Hoogeboom [10]
showed that tree-walking automata with pebbles correspond exactly to TC. Hence, when al-
lowing pebbles one can simulate nested TC operators. F€ul€op and Maneth [12] showed that the
domains of partial attributed tree transducers correspond to the tree-walking automata in
universal acceptance mode. No lower bounds on the expressiveness ofTWAs have been ob-
tained.
1.4. Overview
This article is structured as follows. In Section 2, we deﬁne tree-walking automata. In Section 3,
we prove the logical characterization of tree-walking automata in terms of transitive closure logic,
and in Section 4 we proof the Engelfriet and Hoogeboom conjecture for two restrictions of tree-
walking automata. In Section 5, we present some conclusions.
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2. Preliminaries
2.1. Trees
A tree domain s overN is a subset ofN such that if v  i 2 s, where t 2 N and i 2 N, then t 2 s.
Here, N denotes the set of natural numbers. If i > 1 then also t  ði 1Þ 2 s. The empty sequence,
denoted by e, represents the root. We call the elements of s vertices. A vertex w is a child of a
vertex t (and t the parent of w)if vi ¼ w, for some i. A R-tree is a pair t ¼ ðdomðtÞ; labt), where
dom(t) is a tree domain over N and labt is a function from dom(t) to R. The arity of a tree is the
maximum number of children of its vertices. We only consider trees with a ﬁxed arity. The depth
of a vertex u, denoted by depth(u) is the length of u (interpreted as a string over N). The distance
between two vertices u and v, denoted by dðu; vÞ; is deﬁned as the length of the path between u and
v where we assume that dðu; uÞ ¼ 0. If u is a vertex of a tree t we write tu for the subtree of t that is
rooted at u.
In this article, we only consider classes of trees of bounded degree, i.e., where there is a uniform
bound on the number of children of vertices, for all trees in the class.
A R-tree t can be naturally viewed as a ﬁnite structure (in the sense of mathematical logic
[8]) over the binary relation symbols E and <, and the unary relation symbols (OrÞr2R. E is
the edge relation and equals the set of pairs ðv; v  iÞ for every v; v 2 domðtÞ. The relation <
speciﬁes the ordering of the children of a node and equals the set of pairs ðv  i; v  j), where
i < j and v  j 2 domðtÞ. For each r 2 R, Or is the set of nodes that are labeled with a r. First-
order logic over such structures is deﬁned in the usual way [8,22]. As an example consider the
sentence
8xðOaðxÞ ! :9yðEðx; yÞ ^ ObðyÞÞÞ;
deﬁning all trees where no vertex carrying the symbol a has a child carrying a b.
2.2. Tree-walking automata
Tree-walking automata can be seen as the simplest analogon of two-way string automata. A
TWA starts its computation in an initial state at the root of the input tree. In each step, it
moves to a neighbour vertex of the current vertex (or stays at the current vertex) and enters a
state. The direction of movement and the new state depend only on the current state, the
symbol at the current vertex, the child number of the current vertex, i.e., the relative position of
the current vertex in the ordered list of the children of its parent and the number of children of
the parent.
More formally, a deterministic (k-ary) TWA is a tuple ðS;R; d; s0; F ), where S is the set of states,
R is an alphabet (the set of possible vertex labels), s0 2 S is the initial state, and F  S is the set of
accepting states. The only part where a TWA is formally diﬀerent from a standard string au-
tomaton is the transition function d. The transition function d of a TWA is the union of the
functions di and droot;i, where i 2 f0; . . . ; kg. For a deterministic TWA,
• droot;i is a partial function from S  R to {stay, #1; . . . ; #ig  S, and
• for each i 2 f0; . . . ; kg; di is a partial function from f1; . . . ; kg  S  R to f"; stay; #1; . . . ; #ig  S.
If several TWAs are around we write dM to denote the transition function of TWAM and the like.
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A conﬁguration c ¼ ½v; s of a TWA M on a tree t consists of a vertex v of t and a state s of M.
We deﬁne the relation )M ;t on conﬁgurations as follows: ½v; s )M ;t c0 if one of the following
conditions holds.
• If v ¼ e; v has i children and carries the symbol r then
 c0 ¼ ½e; s0, if droot;iðs; rÞ ¼ ðstay; s0Þ, and
 c0 ¼ ½j; s0, if droot;iðs; rÞ ¼ ð#j; s0Þ.
• If v ¼ wj, for some j6 k; v has i children and carries the symbol r then
 c0 ¼ ½w; s0, if diðj; s;rÞ ¼ ð"; s0Þ,
 c0 ¼ ½v; s0, if diðj; s;rÞ ¼ ðstay; s0Þ, and
 c0 ¼ ½vj0; s0, if diðj; s;rÞ ¼ ð#j0 ; s0Þ.
Note that in all cases c0 is uniquely determined as M is deterministic. We also say that c0 is the
immediate successor conﬁguration of ½v; s. Following standard convention we write c )jM ;t c0
ðc )M ;t c0Þ to express that c0 is the jth (some) successor conﬁguration of c in the computation ofM
on t. If M ; t, or both are clear from the context we may omit them. The automaton accepts its
input if it visits the root in an accepting state at some point of its computation. Otherwise it
rejects. Note that a rejecting computation might be ﬁnite if the automaton enters a conﬁguration,
for which no successor conﬁguration is deﬁned by the transition function, or it might be inﬁnite.
Nondeterministic TWAs are deﬁned accordingly. The transition functions take subsets of Q as
values and the immediate successor conﬁguration is no longer unique, in general.
Example 2.1.We illustrate the above deﬁnition by means of an example. In particular we deﬁne a
deterministic tree-walking automaton that accepts all tree-structured Boolean circuits of fan-in 2
that evaluate to true. A similar construction can be given for each ﬁxed bound on the fan-in. For
convenience, we only consider circuits of the right format. That is, all inner nodes and the root
have exactly two children and are labeled with AND or OR. Further, all leaves are labeled by 0 or
1. These circuits are assigned a truth value in the usual way. Basically, the automaton makes a
depth ﬁrst traversal of the tree while short-circuiting the Boolean operators. That is, it only
processes a right subtree when the evaluation of the left subtree does not provide enough infor-
mation for assigning a truth value to the current operator. For instance, the automaton only
enters the right subtree of an OR-vertex when the left subtree evaluates to false. So when the
automaton returns at an OR-vertex, arriving there from its right subtree, it knows that the left
subtree evaluated to false.
Deﬁne M as the tuple ðS;R; d, eval, F) with S¼ {eval, 0, 1, left-child-0, left-child-1},
R ¼ ðAND;OR; 0; 1g, and F ¼ f1g. The transition function d is deﬁned as follows:
• M starts by evaluating the ﬁrst subtree of the root: for all r 2 fAND; ORg,
droot;2ðeval; rÞ ¼ ð#1; evalÞ:
• In order to evaluate a subtree, it ﬁrst moves to its leftmost leaf; i.e., for each i 2 f1; 2g:
d2ði; eval;rÞ ¼ ð#1; evalÞ:
• When reaching a zero (one) leaf, which is a left child, M moves up with this information:
d0ð1; eval; 0Þ ¼ ð"; left-child-0Þ;
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d0ð1; eval; 1Þ ¼ ð"; left-child-1Þ:
• If M enters an inner vertex from a left child it is always in one of the two states left-child-0 or
left-child-1. If the current vertex is an AND vertex and the state is left-child-0 then the current
vertex will evaluate to 0 no matter the right subtree. An analogous statement holds for OR-
gates and the state left-child-1. The information passed to the parent vertex depends on whether
the current vertex is itself a left or a right child. If the outcome of the left child is not suﬃcient
to determine the value of the current vertex M has to enter its right child. Formally, for each
i 2 f1; 2g:
d2ð1; left-child-0;ANDÞ ¼ ð"; left-child-0Þ;
d2ð2; left-child-0;ANDÞ ¼ ð"; 0Þ;
d2ð1; left-child-1;ORÞ ¼ ð"; left-child-1Þ;
d2ð2; left-child-1;ORÞ ¼ ð"; 1Þ;
d2ði; left-child-1;ANDÞ ¼ ð#2; evalÞ; and
d2ði; left-child-0;ORÞ ¼ ð#2; evalÞ:
We also add these transitions for the root:
droot;2ðleft-child-0;ANDÞ ¼ ðstay; 0Þ;
droot;2ðleft-child-1;ANDÞ ¼ ð#2; evalÞ;
droot;2ðleft-child-0;ORÞ ¼ ð#2; evalÞ;
droot;2ðleft-child-1;ORÞ ¼ ðstay; 1Þ:
• IfM enters an inner vertex from a right child it is always in one of the states 0 or 1. By what we
have said before, this state indicates the value of the subtree at the current vertex. Hence, it only
has to be passed to its parent vertex. Consequently, for each i 2 f0; 1g and r 2 fAND;ORg:
d2ð1; 0;rÞ ¼ ð"; left-child-0Þ;
d2ð1; 1;rÞ ¼ ð"; left-child-1Þ; and
d2ð2; i;rÞ ¼ ð"; iÞ:
• We still have to handle the case of leaves that are right children of their parent. They simply
have to pass their value to the parent. For each i 2 f0; 1g:
d0ð2; eval; iÞ ¼ ð"; iÞ:
So, in the end the automaton will reach the root either in state 0 or state 1. As the latter is the only
ﬁnal state, the automaton will only accept in that case.
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When reasoning about TWA computations, it will be convenient to subsume the overall eﬀect
of a TWA on a subtree of a tree in a so-called behaviour function. Intuitively, if f is the behaviour
function of a subtree t then f ðsÞ ¼ s0 if and only if in the computation of M which starts at the
root v of t in state s the parent of v is entered in state s0. Obviously, the behaviour function of a
subtree t depends on the child number of its root in the full tree.
We deﬁne behaviour functions more formally. LetM be a k-ary deterministic TWA and let t be
a (at most) k-ary tree. For i6 k, let tðiÞ denote a tree which consists of a root which has the root of
t as the ith child and i 1 other children which are leaves. The behaviour function fM ;t;i ofM on t
as an ith child maps states of M to states of M. It is deﬁned as follows. If s is a state of M then
fM ;t;iðsÞ ¼ s0, if there is a j such that ði; sÞ )jM ;tðiÞ ðe; s0Þ and there is no j0 < j such that
ði; sÞ )j0M ;tðiÞ ðe; s00Þ for any s00.
Note that fM ;t;i does not depend on the labels of the vertices outside of t. Furthermore it does
not depend either on the actual embedding of t in a larger tree as long as the root of t is an ith
child.
For nondeterministic TWAs behaviour functions are deﬁned analogously but with sets of states
as function values.
Next, we turn to the deﬁnition of some classes of restricted TWAs.
• Arbitrary 1: We call a TWA 1-bounded, if, for all trees t, it traverses each edge of t at most once
in each direction.
• We call a TWA M r-restricted if the following holds. For each pair u; v of vertices of a tree t
such that dðu; vÞ > r the computation of M on t does not contain four conﬁgurations
½u; s1; ½v; s2; ½u; s3; ½v; s4 in the given order. Intuitively, this means that each path of length more
than r is traversed at most once in each direction.
Clearly, each 1-bounded TWA is also r-restricted for every rP 1. In Proposition 3.1, we show
that the latter automata can deﬁne all of FO. Moreover, r-restricted TWAs can even deﬁne some
tree languages not deﬁnable in FO extended with regular path expressions. The latter logic is an
abstraction of current query languages for semistructured data and XML [1], and, for instance,
cannot deﬁne the set of trees representing Boolean circuits evaluating to true [19]. It is, however, not
clear whether Proposition 3.1 can be extended to FOwith regular path expressions. Next, in Section
4, we show that r-restricted TWAs cannot deﬁne the set of all regular tree languages thereby giving
an answer to the conjecture of Engelfriet and Hoogeboom for a powerful class of TWAs.
3. A logical characterization of tree-walking automata
Let, for m > 0, depthm be a unary relation symbol. In the following we will consider trees which
have additionally the predicate depthm, for some m. In all trees, depthm will contain all vertices the
depth of which is a multiple of m.
In this section, we characterize tree-walking automata by transitive closure logic formulas (TC
logic) of a special form. We refer the reader unfamiliar with TC logic to, e.g., [8,15]. As we only
consider TC formulas in normal form, we refrain from deﬁning TC logic in full generality. A TC
formula in normal form is an expression of the form
TC½uðx; yÞðe; eÞ;
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where u is an FO formula which may make use of the predicate depthm, for some m, in addition to
E; < and the Or. Its semantics is deﬁned as follows: for every tree t,
t  TC½uðx; yÞðe; eÞ:
iﬀ the pair ðe; eÞ is in the transitive closure of the relation
fðu; vÞjt  u½u; vg:
As an example consider the formula w :¼ TC½u1ðx; yÞðe; eÞ, where u1ðx; yÞ is
ðx ¼ e ^ dept2ðyÞÞ _ ð:depth2ðxÞ ^ y ¼ eÞ _ ðOaðxÞ ^ OaðyÞ ^ ðEðx; yÞ _ Eðy; xÞÞÞ:
Here, we use x ¼ e as a shorthand for expressing that x is the root. For all trees t; t  w iﬀ there is
a path containing only as from an even depth vertex to an odd depth vertex.
We use deterministic transitive closure logic formulas (DTC) in an analogously deﬁned normal
form to capture deterministic tree-walking automata. In particular,
t  DTC½uðx; yÞðe; eÞ
iﬀ the pair ðe; e) is in the transitive closure of the relation
fðu; vÞjt  u½u; v ^ ð8zÞðu½u; z ! z ¼ vÞg:
The latter expresses that we disregard vertices u that have multiple u-successors. As an example
consider the formula w :¼ TC½u2ðx; yÞðe; eÞ, where u2ðx; yÞ is
ðEðx; yÞ ^ OaðxÞ ^ OaðyÞÞ _ ðleafðxÞ ^ y ¼ eÞ:
Here, leafðxÞ is a shorthand expressing that x is a leaf. Then, for all trees t; t  w iﬀ there is a path
containing only as from the root to a leaf such that every nonleaf vertex on that path has precisely
one a-labeled child. In contrast, t  TC½u2ðx; yÞðe; eÞ iﬀ there is a path from the root to a leaf
carrying only as.
We start by showing that TWAs can be deﬁned by transitive closure logic formulas in normal
form. The proof of this result is in fact an easy extension of a proof of Potthoﬀ [20] who char-
acterized two-way string automata by means of TC formulas in normal form.
Lemma 3.1.
1. Every nondeterministic tree-walking automaton is definable by a TC formula in normal form.
2. Every deterministic tree-walking automaton is definable by a DTC formula in normal form.
Proof. (1) Let M be a nondeterministic tree-walking automaton with state set f0; . . . ;m 1g and
initial state 1. W.l.o.g., we can assume that if M accepts a tree it does so at its root in state 0;
further, state 0 is only assumed at the root. We only consider input trees of a depth larger than m.
Other input trees can be handled in FO.
We start with some notation. We call a vertex u important if its depth is a multiple of m and tu
contains at least m vertices. For a vertex u, we denote by ancmðuÞ the closest ancestor of u (in-
cluding u) whose depth is a multiple of m. We denote by descmðuÞ the set of closest descendants of
u (u not included) whose depths are multiples of m. By t#mu we denote the subtree tu in which all
subtrees rooted at important vertices diﬀerent from u are deleted.
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We only keep track of the statesM assumes at important vertices. A conﬁguration that involves
an important vertex is called an important configuration. We associate each important conﬁgu-
ration ½v; i, with the ith vertex, denoted by vðiÞ, of t#mv in preorder. Further, we set #u ¼ i if
u ¼ vðiÞ. Note that t#mv contains at least m 1 nodes when v is important.
We are going to construct an FO-formula u such that the following holds. If v;w are two
important vertices then M reaches the conﬁguration ½w; j from ½v; i without passing any other
important conﬁguration, if and only if t  uðvðiÞ;wðjÞÞ. To incorporate the start and ﬁnal con-
ﬁguration, we make the following two exceptions:
• It may hold t  uðe;wðjÞÞ whenever ½w; j can be reached from ½e; 1 without passing important
vertices.
• It may hold t  uðwðjÞ; eÞ whenever ½e; 0 can be reached from ½w; j without passing important
vertices.
This exception has to be made as we want (e; e) to be in the transitive closure of u iﬀ the au-
tomaton accepts.
We describe uðx; yÞ in more detail. In particular, t  u½u; v iﬀ one of the following holds
1. (downward move) ancmðvÞ 2 descmðuÞ and M can reach ancmðvÞ in state #v when it starts at
ancmðuÞ in state #u without leaving the subtree t#mancmðuÞ;
2. (upward move) ancmðuÞ 2 descmðvÞ and M can reach ancmðvÞ in state #v when it starts at
ancmðuÞ in state #u without leaving the subtree t#mancmðvÞ;
3. (stay move) ancmðuÞ ¼ ancmðvÞ andM can reach ancmðvÞ in state #v when it starts at ancmðuÞ in
state #u without leaving the subtree t#mancmðvÞ;
4. (sideways move) ancmðuÞ is a sibling of ancmðvÞ and M can reach ancmðvÞ in state #v when it
starts at ancmðuÞ in state #u without leaving the subtree t#mancmðwÞ; where w ¼ ancmðancmðuÞÞ ¼
ancmðancmðvÞÞÞ and without visiting w or any sibling of ancmðuÞ other than ancmðancmðvÞÞ;
5. (start move) u ¼ e; ancmðvÞ ¼ e or ancmðvÞ 2 descmðeÞ, and ancmðvÞ can be reached in state #v
from e in the initial state without leaving t#me .
6. (end move) v ¼ e; ancmðuÞ ¼ e or ancmðuÞ 2 descmðeÞ, and e can be reached in state 0 from
ancmðuÞ in state #u without leaving t#me .
Clearly, all these cases can be deﬁned by FO formulas which also use the depthm predicate.
Further, note that the size of any t#mv is bounded.
Then t  TC½uðx; yÞðe; eÞ iﬀ M accepts t.
(2) When M is deterministic, then t  DTC½uðx; yÞðe; eÞ iﬀ M accepts t. 
Before we prove the other direction, we show ﬁrst, as an appetizer, how TWAs can evaluate FO
sentences. The TWAs used for this task are of the restricted type introduced in Section 2.
Our proof is an easy application of Hanfs theorem (see, e.g., [8]). This result intuitively says,
for graphs of bounded degree, that whether a FO sentence holds depends only on the number of
pairwise disjoint spheres of each isomorphism type of some ﬁxed radius. Furthermore, the exact
number is only relevant up to a certain ﬁxed threshold, only depending on the formula.
To formalize this, we introduce some notation. Fix m 2 N. For a vertex u of a tree t, its r-sphere




rðuÞ. We deﬁne its r-
neighborhood NtrðuÞ as the structure t extended with the constants u restricted to the set StrðuÞ
(recall that this neighborhood also contains the predicates depthn, for all n6m). Note that for
ﬁxed r, the set Ur :¼ fNrðtÞ j taR-treeg is ﬁnite. Consider a threshold q 2 N and a radius r 2 N.
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For a tree t, deﬁne the function f tr;q mapping each isomorphism type s 2 Ur of r-neighborhoods
with one distinguished vertex to a number in the interval ½0; q, as follows,
f tr;qðsÞ :¼
jfu 2 domðtÞjNtrðuÞ ﬃ sgj if jfu 2 domðtÞjNtrðuÞ ﬃ sgj6 q;
q otherwise:

Denote the set of all such functions by Fq;r. By Hanfs theorem, for every formula u, there are r
and q, and a set F  Fq;r such that, for every tree t, t  u iﬀ f tr;q 2 F .
We next argue that the latter function can readily be computed by a 2r-restricted TWA. Indeed,
the automaton traverses the input tree in a depth-ﬁrst manner and for each vertex u of t it
computes the substructure NtrðuÞ in its ﬁnite control by searching systematically the neighborhood
of u within distance r and keeping track of the depth modulo m of the current vertex. The latter
can be done in a straightforward way by keeping a counter in the state which is increased (modulo
m) when the automaton moves down and decreased (modulo m) when the automaton moves up.
Thus, counting the number of occurrences of neighborhoods up to threshold q, the automaton
can compute f tr;q and check whether it is in F.
The above discussion immediately leads to the next proposition.
Proposition 3.1. Let u be an FO sentence which can make use of the predicates depthn, for all n6m
and for some m. There exists an r and an r-restricted TWA accepting exactly the class of trees
defined by u.
The same result for FO sentences without modulo depth predicates is obtained by Engelfriet
and Hoogeboom [9]. The presentation preceding Proposition 3.1 is based on the presentation of
their result.
We are now ready to prove the following theorem.
Theorem 3.1.
1. Nondeterministic tree-walking automata accept precisely the tree languages definable by TC
formulas in normal form.
2. Deterministic tree-walking automata accept precisely the tree languages definable by DTC
formulas in normal form.
Proof. (1) We ﬁrst restrict attention to nondeterministic automata. It suﬃces to show, by
Lemma 3.1, that the set of tree languages deﬁnable by TC formulas in normal form can be
recognized by nondeterministic tree-walking automata. Therefore, let TC½uðx; yÞðe; eÞ be such a
formula.
By Gaifmans theorem (see, e.g., [13]), there exists an r such that u is equivalent to a Boolean
combination of sentences v and r-local formulas nðx; yÞ. Here, a formula nðx; yÞ is r-local if for
every tree t with vertices u and v, whether t  n½u; v only depends on the isomorphism type of
Ntrðu; vÞ. As the rank of trees is ﬁxed, there are only ﬁnitely many possible isomorphism types. M
can evaluate the sentences v at the begin of the computation as it is described in the proof of
Proposition 3.1. Therefore, if dðu; vÞ6 2r then M can check whether t  u½u; v by inspecting
Nt3rðuÞ, otherwise by ﬁrst inspecting NtrðuÞ and afterwards NtrðvÞ.
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Now suppose the automaton arrives at a vertex u (with u ¼ e as the ﬁrst case). First, the au-
tomaton nondeterministically guesses whether it will go to a vertex v of distance 6 2r or to a
vertex v of distance >2r. In the ﬁrst case, it inspects Nt3rðuÞ and chooses a v such that t  u½u; v if
this is possible. Otherwise it ﬁrst computes the type of NtrðuÞ, moves to a vertex v of distance >2r,
and checks that the type of NtrðvÞ implies that t  u½u; v.
Finally, if v is the root, the automaton accepts. Otherwise, it proceeds in the same manner.
Clearly, the automaton will eventually accept if TC½uðx; yÞðe; eÞ.
(2) Next, we turn to DTC formulas. Consider the formula DTC½uðx; yÞðe; eÞ. We construct a
deterministic TWA over k-ary trees accepting exactly the k-ary trees the above formula deﬁnes. As
in the case before, the automaton ﬁrst evaluates all sentences v in the Gaifman normal form of u.
Let m be the maximum number of vertices occurring in an r-neighborhood of a tree. That is,
m :¼ maxfjStrðuÞj j t a tree, u 2 domðtÞg. For each isomorphism type s of r-neighborhoods with one
distinguished vertex, the automaton additionally computes the number of occurrences of s in t up
to mþ 2. That is, M computes the function f tr;mþ2 as speciﬁed in the proof of Proposition 3.1.
Now, given a u, to ﬁnd a v such that uðu; vÞ holds, the automaton proceeds as follows. Let Y0 be
the set of all vertices w in Nt2rðuÞ such that t  u½u;w. By inspecting the 3r-neighborhood of u, M
can compute jY0j.
Next, it computes the type of NtrðuÞ and the set T of all types s of r-neighborhoods for which the
following holds: if NtrðwÞ is of type s and NtrðwÞ and NtrðuÞ are disjoint then t  u½u;w. The latter is
a ﬁxed ﬁnite computation which can be encoded into the transition function. We call vertices of a
type from T good vertices (w.r.t. the current u) and denote the set of good vertices in t by Y1. Note
thatM can deduce jY1j (up to mþ 2) from the precomputed information. The set of good vertices
in Nt2rðuÞ is denoted by Y2. By inspecting the 3r-neighborhood of u again, Mcomputes jY2j and the
relative positions of all vertices in Y2 w.r.t u.
Let Y ¼ Y0 [ ðY1  Y2Þ.Y is the set of verticesw of t such that t  u½u;w. Note that Y0 contains all
such vertices w inside Nt2rðuÞ whereas Y1  Y2 contains those that are outside Nt2rðuÞ. In particular, Y0
is disjoint from Y1  Y2.M can check whether jY j ¼ 1 without further moving (note that jY2j6m). If
jY j is diﬀerent from 1 thenM can immediately reject. Let us assume in the following that jY j ¼ 1.
If the unique element v of Y is from Y0,M can directly go to v. If, on the other hand, Y0 ¼ Y2 ¼ ;
then M can move to the unique v 2 Y1 via a depth-ﬁrst search (DFS) traversal of the tree.
The only complicated case is when Y0 ¼ ; and jY1  Y2j ¼ 1 but Y2 6¼ ;. The complication arises
from the following possibility.M has to traverse the tree to ﬁnd the correct unique good w outside
Nt2rðuÞ. As it does not know1 in which part of the tree w is located its way to w might lead back to
u. In that case we have to make sure that it does not confuse w with a vertex from Y2.
We can assume w.l.o.g. that the root of the tree is not in Nt3rðuÞ because otherwiseM can easily
distinguish the vertices of Y2 from the desired vertex. Now,M proceeds as follows. It starts a DFS
walk through the tree starting from u and ﬁrst inspecting the ﬁrst subtree of u. Whenever it en-
counters a new vertex z it starts a subcomputation which inspects the 3r-neighborhood of z to ﬁnd
out whether there is a good vertex w in Nt2rðzÞ. If such a w is found then M computes the set Z(w)
of vertices u0 2 Nt2rðwÞ for which Nt3rðu0Þ ﬃ Nt3rðuÞ. If ZðwÞ ¼ ; or all vertices in Z(w) are behind z in
1 Actually, there is an alternative construction where M keeps track of the relative positions of neighborhoods such
as NtrðuÞ and Nt2rðvÞ as these may only appear a bounded number of times in t (otherwise Y would be too large).
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the DFS order then w is the desired vertex v and M goes there. Otherwise it proceeds in its DFS
walk. When the DFS walk ﬁnishes at the root (without ﬁnding the target vertex) then M walks
back (reverse DFS) until it reaches u again (easily recognized by the isomorphism type of its 3r-
neighbourhood). Then it starts a reverse DFS walk from u (going upwards ﬁrst) analogously to
the ﬁrst DFS walk.
We have to show that M always ﬁnds the correct target vertex. First, we show that M never
moves to a vertex in Y2. Let w 2 Y2. IfM reaches w during the inspection of the neighborhood of a
vertex z before its DFS walk arrives at the root then u 2 ZðwÞ and M recognizes that u is in the
DFS order before z. Hence it does not take w as v. The analogous statement is true if z is found in
the reverse DFS walk after coming back to u.
Finally, we show thatM indeed reaches a target vertex v from Y1 (which then is the correct one).
Assume wlog that v is encountered as a vertex w relative to a vertex z in the DFS walk behind u. If
ZðvÞ ¼ ; then v is easily identiﬁed. Assume ZðvÞ 6¼ ;. As v is not in Nt2rðuÞ all vertices in Z(v) are
behind u in the DFS order. Let u0 be the ﬁrst vertex from Z(v) in the DFS order. Then v is found
not later than at the time u0 is assumed as z in the DFS walk. 
4. Weakness of tree-walking automata
Let k be ﬁxed and let Tk be the set of all k-ary trees, the leaves of which are labeled with 0 or
1 and the inner vertices of which are labelled by $. For each vertex v of a tree v 2 Tk we in-
ductively deﬁne a value 0 or 1 as follows. If v is a leaf then its value (0 or 1) is determined by its
label (0 or 1). If v has i children then v has the value 1 if and only if at least i
2
of its children
have the value 1. Intuitively, Tk is the set of all tree-structured circuits with values 0 or 1 at the
leaves and majority gates otherwise. Let T 1k (T
0
k ) denote the set of all trees t 2 Tk for which the
root gets the value 1 (0).
We call a vertex v of a tree t 2 Tk a 1-vertex (0-vertex) if it gets the value 1 (0). Analogously, we
call the subtree rooted at a 1-vertex (0-vertex) a 1-subtree (0-subtree).
The following lemma follows easily from the observation that whether a tree from Tk is in T 1k
can be checked by a bottom-up tree automaton in a straightforward manner.
Lemma 4.1. For each k, the set T 1k is a regular set of trees.
We have seen in Example 2.1 that there is a deterministic TWA which recognizes T 12 (note that
T2 ¼ T 12
S
T 02 can be seen as the set of trees representing Boolean circuits consisting of only OR-
gates). This was due to the fact that the automaton, after evaluating a right subtree of a vertex v,
could conclude the value of the corresponding left subtree of v from the label of v and the fact that
it had to enter the right subtree. For k > 2, things are more complicated. In fact, we conjecture the
following.
Conjecture 1. For k > 2, T 1k cannot be recognized by a deterministic or nondeterministic TWA.
In this section we prove this conjecture for a restricted type of TWAs, 1-bounded TWAs and
k ¼ 3. The proof can be easily generalized to the sets T 1k , for each k > 3. Furthermore, it can be
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extended to show that for each r there is a related regular set of trees which cannot be recognized
by any r-restricted TWA.
Before we state and prove the result we introduce some important concepts for that proof and
show a purely combinatorial result.
For any d P 1 a critical tree of depth d is a full ternary tree t of depth d with the following
properties.
• t 2 T 13 ;
• Each 1-vertex of t has exactly two children which are 1-vertices;
• Each 0-vertex has only 0-vertices as children.
In particular, there are no 1-leaves in 0-subtrees of t. Intuitively, a critical tree of depth d is a tree
of depth d from T3 which contains a full binary subtree of depth d which only has 1-leaves and all
other leaves are 0-leaves. In particular, a critical tree of depth d has 2d 1-leaves.
A numbering N of a critical tree t of depth d is an injective mapping of the 1-leaves of t into the
set {0,. . ., 2d  1}. All critical trees of a ﬁxed size d are deﬁned on the same tree domain sd . A
mapping M which maps each leaf of sd to a subset of {0,. . ., 2d  1} with at most m elements is
called an m-labeling. We say that an m-labeling M of sd is compatible with a numbering N of a
critical tree t of depth d if, for each 1-leaf v of t, NðvÞ 2 MðvÞ.
Lemma 4.2. For each m > 0 there is a d > 0 such that, for each m-labeling M of sd there is a critical
tree of depth d for which there is no numbering that is compatible with M.
Proof. Let d be chosen such that ð4
3
Þd > m. Let M be an m-labeling of sd . As, for each leaf v of sd ,
M(v) contains at most m elements from {0,. . ., 2d  1} there must be some i 2 f0; . . . ; 2d  1}
which occurs in M(v) for at most m3d=2d leaves v of sd . Let A be the set of vertices v such that
i 2 MðvÞ. We construct a critical tree t of depth d which does not have a 1-leaf from A. This
implies the statement of the lemma as t cannot have a compatible numbering because no leaf of t
can be numbered by i.
Let w0, w1, w2 be the children of the root and let, for each i 2 f0; 1; 2g, Ai :¼ fv 2 Ajv is a leaf in
twig. Let w0 be chosen such that jA0j is maximal. Clearly, both A1 and A2 contain at most jAj2 ele-
ments from A. In t, w0 will be a 0-vertex and w1 and w2 will be 1-vertices. Hence, each subtree
rooted at 1-vertices of depth 1 contains at most jAj
2
elements from A. We proceed inductively in an
analogous manner for these subtrees. At each depth i we will select the two children of 1-vertices
that have the least number of leaves from A in their subtree. Hence, for each j, the selected 1-
vertices of t at depth j may contain at most jAj
2j 1-leaves from A in their subtree. In the end, we have







1-vertices from A in the subtree rooted at a leaf. Hence, t has no 1-leaves from A at all. 
Theorem 4.1.
1. There is no 1-bounded (deterministic or nondeterministic) TWA which recognizes T 13 .
2. For each r > 0, there is a regular tree language that cannot be recognized by an r-restricted (de-
terministic or nondeterministic) TWA.
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Proof. The main task is to prove (1). Statement (2) will follow by an easy generalization of that
proof.
To derive a contradiction assume there exists a nondeterministic TWA M 0 which recognizes T 13 .
The proof consists of three main steps:
• We transform M 0 into a TWA M which accepts exactly the same trees as M 0 but always rejects
when it visits a 0-leaf. From this property we can conclude that ifM accepts a certain tree t then
it also accepts every tree which results from t by replacing 0-subtrees with 1-subtrees.
• We show that there are two trees t, t0 2 T 13 with the same tree domain such thatM has accepting
computations for these trees which enter some vertex v in the same state s but with diﬀerent
‘‘histories.’’
• We show these accepting computations can be combined into one accepting computation on a
tree from T 03 .
Before we describe the construction of M we show that the 0-subtrees and 1-subtrees have
disjoint sets of behaviour functions. Let, for i 2 f1; 2; 3g, F 1M 0;i ðF 0M 0;iÞ denote the set
ffM 0;t;i j t 2 T 13 g ðffM 0;t;ijt 2 T 03 gÞ of behaviour functions that M 0 can have on 1-subtrees (0-subtrees)
that have child number i. If, for some i, F 1M 0;i \ F 0M 0;i 6¼ ; then we can easily construct trees t1 2 T 13
and t0 2 T 03 that are either both accepted or both rejected by M 0. To this end let f 2 F 1M 0;i \ F 0M 0;i
and let t0 2 T 03 and t1 2 T 13 such that fM 0;t0;i ¼ fM 0;t1;i. Let t0 be a tree which consists of a root with
three children which has t0 as ith child and one of the other children is a 1-leaf and the other is a 0-
leaf. The tree t1 is the same as t0 with the only exception that it has the subtree t1 instead of t0. As
the behaviour functions ofM 0 on t0 and t1 are the same the acceptance behaviour ofM 0 on t0 and t1
is also the same.
Hence, we can assume that F 1M 0;i and F
0
M 0;i are disjoint.
We turn to the construction ofM. Intuitively, the idea is as follows. WheneverM 0 can go from a
vertex v to vj then M can either do the same or, to prevent visiting a 0-leaf, it can guess that vj is
the root of a 0-subtree. In the latter case instead of going down to vj it picks a behaviour function
f 2 F 0M 0;j and enters a new state at v according to f. Formally, for each i6 k, j6 i, s 2 S, and
r 2Pf0g,
diMðj; s; rÞ ¼ diM 0 ðj; s;rÞ [
[




For each i6 k, j6 i, and s 2 S, we deﬁne diMðj; s; 0Þ ¼ ðstay;?Þ where ? is a state from which no
transition is possible.
We have to show that M accepts exactly all trees in T 13 . Let therefore t be from T
1
3 ; hence, by
assumption, t is accepted by M 0.
Let C0 ¼ c00; c01; . . . ; c0m be an accepting computation of M 0 on t. We show that there is also an
accepting computation C ¼ c0; . . . ; cm of M on t. We construct C by suitably modifying C0. Let
v ¼ wj be a 0-leaf of t, for some vertex w and some j. By the prerequisite on M 0, v is at most
visited once in C0. If v is not visited at all, we do not need to modify C0 with respect to v. If v
is visited then there are successive conﬁgurations [w, si], [v, siþ1], [w, siþ2] in C0. Here, we as-
sume w.l.o.g. that M 0 moves in each step. In C we replace these three conﬁgurations by [w, si],
[w, siþ2]. This reﬂects a legal transition of M as it corresponds to the computation of M 0 on the
0-subtree which consists of a single 0-leaf. We end up with a legal accepting computation C on
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t. Actually, by a similar argument it can be shown that M does not need to visit 0-subtrees at
all.
For the opposite direction, let C ¼ c0; . . . ; cm be an accepting computation of M on a tree
t 2 T3. We construct a tree t0 by replacing some of the 0-trees of t by other 0-trees and an accepting
computation C0 ofM 0 on t0 by modifying C accordingly. By the construction of t0 it will follow that
t 2 T 13 if and only if t0 2 T 13 . Hence, as M 0 accepts t0 it also accepts t.
More formally, let [v, s], [v, s0] be two successive conﬁgurations from C such that it does not
hold ½v; s )M 0;t ½v; s0. Hence, this subcomputation is possible only by the new transitions in-
troduced in M. By deﬁnition, there must be j6 k, s00 2 S, f 2 F 0M 0;j, and a 0-tree t0 such that
½v; s )M 0;t ½vj; s00 and fM 0;t0;jðs00Þ ¼ s0. From this we can conclude that there exist conﬁgurations
cðv; 1Þ; . . . ; cðv; lÞ such that ½v; s; ½vj; s00; cðv; lÞ; . . . ; cðv; lÞ; ½v; s0, is a legal subcomputation of M 0
on the tree, denoted by tðvÞ, in which the subtree rooted at vj is replaced by the 0-subtree t0. If
t 2 T 03 then also tðvÞ 2 T 03 as we only replaced a (0- or 1-) subtree by a 0-subtree. By inductively
applying this argument we arrive at a tree t0 and an accepting computation C0 on t0. Hence, by
assumption, t0 2 T 13 and therefore t 2 T 13 .
It should be noted that the latter construction relies on the assumption that M 0 traverses each
edge at most once. Otherwise, it could be the case that the conﬁguration C visits v two times but
the extension to C0 makes use of two diﬀerent 0-subtrees rooted at v.
Let now t be a critical tree of depth d and let C ¼ c0; . . . ; cn be an accepting computation of M
on t. If C does not visit all 1-leaves then we can easily construct a tree t0 2 T 03 which is accepted by
M. Hence, we assume that C visits each 1-leaf of t exactly once. Let v be such a 1-leaf of t and let
cj ¼ ½v; s be the conﬁguration of C which visits it. Let, for i 2 f1; . . . ; dg, vi denote the vertex of
depth i on the path from the root of t to v. As v is a 1-leaf, each vi is a 1-vertex. Therefore, as t is
critical, each vertex vi has exactly one sibling v0i which is a 1-vertex. For each i, v
0
i is visited in
exactly one of the subcomputations c0; . . . ; cji and cjþ1; . . . ; cm. We deﬁne, for each 1-leaf v its
history string z ¼ ht;CðvÞ ¼ z1    zd by setting zi ¼ 1 if v0i, is visited in c0; . . . ; cj1 and zi ¼ 0
otherwise. These history strings have a couple of nice properties which are straightforward to
prove given the assumptions on M.
• The number of 1-leaves that are visited in C before v is exactly the number, denoted by bt;CðvÞ
which is represented by z ¼ ht;CðvÞ (where zd is the least signiﬁcant bit). This follows from the
restriction that the automaton can visit each subtree at most once. Hence, when a 1-vertex v at
level i is entered, then all 2di 1-leaves in the subtree of v have to be visited before the subtree is
left. In this way, a 1 at the ith bit of the history string corresponds to 2di 1-leaves that have
been already visited.
• Consequently, the function bt;C deﬁnes a numbering of t. In particular, each 0-1-string occurs
exactly once as a history string of a 1-leaf v.
We claim that there exists a d, two critical trees t, t0 of depth d, two accepting computations C,
C0 of M on t, t0, respectively, and a leaf v of sd such that
• v is a 1-leaf of t and t0,
• C and C0 visit v in the same state s, and
• hC;tðvÞ 6¼ hC0;t0 ðvÞ.
Towards a contradiction assume that this claim is false. Let m be the number of states ofM and
let d be a number as given by Lemma 4.2. Let t and t0 be two critical trees of depth d, let v be a
common 1-leaf of t and t0 and let C and C0 be accepting computations of t and t0, respectively,
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which visit v in the same state s. The assumption implies that hC;tðvÞ ¼ hC0;t0 ðvÞ and therefore
bC;tðvÞ ¼ bC0;t0 ðvÞ. We can conclude that, for each vertex v of sd and each state s ofM, there is only
one number nðv; sÞ such that bC;tðvÞ ¼ nðv; sÞ for all critical trees t with 1-leaf v and all accepting
computations which visit v in the state s. In other terms, there exists an m-labelingM of the leaves
of sd such that, for each critical t and each accepting computation C on t the numbering bC;t is
compatible with M. This contradicts Lemma 4.2, as desired. Therefore, the claim is proved.
Let d, t, t0, C, C0, and v be as given by the above claim. We complete the proof by constructing a
tree t0 2 T 03 which is accepted by M. Let z ¼ hC;tðvÞ and z0 ¼ hC0;t0 ðvÞ. Let j be minimal such that
zj 6¼ z0j. We can assume w.l.o.g. that zj ¼ 0 and z0j ¼ 1. Let, for each i 2 f1; . . . ; dg, vi be deﬁned as
above, wi be the 1-sibling of vi in t and w0i be the 1-sibling of vi in t
0. We construct t0 as follows.
• For each i < j, if zi ¼ 1, i.e., if wi is visited before vi in C, then we copy the subtrees rooted at the
siblings of vi from t.
• For each i < j, if zi ¼ 0 ð¼ z0iÞ, i.e., if w0i is visited after vi in C0, then we copy the subtrees rooted
at the siblings of vi from t0.
• At the siblings of vj we root 0-subtrees. This ensures that t0 is a 0-tree.
• In the subtree rooted at vj all leaves are labeled 1.
Let C ¼ c0; . . . ; cm, C0 ¼ c00; . . . ; c0n and let k and k0 be such that ck ¼ c0k0 are the conﬁgurations in
which v is visited.
It is straightforward to check that
• c0; . . . ; ck is a valid subcomputation on t0 because all 1-leaves of t that are visited in c0; . . . ; ck
are also 1-leaves in t0;
• c0k0 ; . . . ; c0n is a valid subcomputation on t0 because all 1-leaves of t0 that are visited in c0k0 ; . . . ; c0n
are also 1-leaves in t0; hence
• c0; . . . ; ck ¼ c0k0 ; . . . ; c0n is an accepting computation on t0, the desired contradiction.
This concludes the proof of statement (1).
To prove (2) we use a slightly diﬀerent set U 13 of trees. These trees have an additional label, +.
Inner vertices that are labeled with + have three children which are interpreted as threshold gates.
Inner vertices that are not labeled with + have only one child. Hence, at a +-vertex there are
starting three paths which lead either to another +-vertex or to a leaf. Now a +-vertex is evaluated
to 1 if at least two of its three descendants (+-vertex or leaf) evaluate to 1. Intuitively, U 13 is the
same as T 13 but the edges of trees in T
1
3 are replaced by paths in U
1
3 . In fact, the proof of the fact
that no r-restricted TWA recognizes U 13 is almost word for word the proof given in (a) but in the
trees that are used, each edge has to be replaced by a path of length r þ 1. The old vertices are
labeled with +, the new ones are not. 
5. Conclusions
Research on tree-walking automata has been initiated by Engelfriet and his co- workers
[5,9,11]. Notwithstanding the simplicity of TWAs (they are just single head automata moving
around on ﬁnite trees), several fundamental questions regarding TWAs are still open:
• Are deterministic TWAs equivalent to nondeterministic ones?
• Are nondeterministic TWAs closed under complement?
• Can TWAs deﬁne all regular tree languages?
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Although the answer to all above questions is conjectured to be negative [9,11], no substantial
progress has been made.
In this paper we obtained logical characterizations of TWAs in terms of monadic transitive
closure logical formulas in normal form. That is, of the form
ðDÞTC½uðx; yÞðe; eÞ:
where u is an FO formula which may make use of the predicate depthm in addition to the sig-
nature predicates. Hence, we can restate the above mentioned questions as expressibility questions
regarding these logical fragments. The main tool for obtaining inexpressibility results are Eh-
renfeucht games. For transitive closure logic, however, these games are rather complicated. Ba-
sically, on top of the usual FO-moves, the game involves TC-moves which essentially consist of
choosing paths in each structure. So a winning strategy should take care of all such possible path
moves. On the positive side, our formulas are in normal form and only contain one (D)TC op-
erator. This restricts the game to choosing one path in each structure and then playing an ordinary
FO game. It is interesting to point out that, when dropping the ordering on the children of
vertices, no logical formula with nested TC operators of arbitrary arity can deﬁne the set of all
Boolean circuits evaluating to true [8].
We show via a direct method that the answer to (3) is negative when considering r-restricted
TWAs. Although these can express all of FO and properties not deﬁnable in FO extended with
regular path expressions (FOREG) [19], it is not clear what subset of TWAs they deﬁne. It is not
even clear whether they can express all of FOREG.
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